
The Banshee Wildcard has 2 different travel settings:
5” (127mm) and 6.5” (165mm)

When changing between these travel settings it is important to recognise that the leverage ratio of the linkage has 
changed, and so the setup of your shock must change in order to maintain the 15-25% sag that we recommend for the 
wildcard between settings.

Bearing Location  Bearing number   Pivot Torque
Main pivot   6003-2RS   10Nm
All other pivots   608-v2rs   6Nm

bearing specifications

5” Travel Setting:
When building the bike up to be in 5” travel 
setting, the shock has to be bolted into the 
front shock mount. You must be careful to 
align the shock correctly to avoid collision 
issues between the shock and the frame under 
full compression of the suspension,(see fig1). 
In particular note the reservoir positioning 
relative to the bike frame, it must be at the 
rocker end of the shock at the back (on seat 
tube side).

6.5” Travel Setting:
When building the bike up to be in 6.5” travel 
setting, the shock has to be bolted into the 
back shock mount. You must be careful to align 
the shock correctly to avoid collision issues 
between the shock and the frame under full 
compression of the suspension, (see fig 2). In 
particular note the reservoir positioning 
relative to the bike frame, it must be at the 
rocker end of the shock at the front (on down 
tube side).

Air Shock: The air shock will require greater pressure when the bike is being ridden in 6.5” setting, than it will in the 5” setting due to the higher leverage ratio. 
As a benchmark the stroke of the shock should compress between 7mm (15% sag) and 13mm (25% sag). This can easily be measured by using a small rubber band 
round the stanchion of the shock pressed up against the main shock body, then sitting on the bike as you would when riding (this makes the bike suspension 
compress to the sag point), then measuring how far down the stanchion the rubber band has been pushed. It should be in the 7-13mm range for each travel 
setting!

Coil Shock: Obviously coil socks are not infinitely adjustable as air shocks are, so unless you are prepared to buy an extra spring so that you have a spring 
weight for each travel setting, then can I suggest the following. Run your bike with a spring that sits around 25% sag in 6.5” travel setting when the shock 
settings are adjusted to have maximum bottom out resistance and pre load, and potentially high compression damping (if it suits your riding style). This will make 
the bike nice and plush for DH runs. But when you then switch the travel setting to 5” travel using the same setup the suspension will be a lot firmer running with 
less sag. However if you wish to make the bike more plush in the 5” travel setting, you will then have the options of taking off the preload and compression 
damping, and reducing the bottom out resistance. This is the best way you can set up the bike to utilise just one spring weight on your shock if you will be 
frequently adjusting between the travel settings. However I suggest you choose which travel setting you prefer before you decide which spring weight to use. 
(changing the travel also changes the geometry a lot, so try them both before assuming that more travel is better. Personally I ride my wildcard in 5” travel 
setting mainly!)

Fox 6.5”    fox 5”
Rider Weight lb (kg) Spring Rate Rider Weight lb (kg) Spring Rate
<125 (60)   450 <125 (60)   300
125-150 (60-70)  500 125-150 (60-70)  350
150-175 (70-80)  550 150-175 (70-80)  400
175-200 (80-90)  600 175-200 (80-90)  450
200-225+ (90-100)  650 200-225+ (90-100)  500 

FIG 1
RESERVOIR DIRECTION

FIG 2
RESERVOIR DIRECTION


